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Math
Next week we will be looking at prime and
composite numbers, reducing fractions, and
graphing points on a coordinate plane. We are
really starting to get into some challenging stuff,
so being an active learn

Science
In science this week we continued to look at stars
and what can cause different brightness in stars.
We also looked at the things in our solar system
compared to other celestial bodies out in space.
We also spent time talking about potential and
kinetic energy and the effects of gravity and
friction on both.

Social Studies
We started looking at Europe this week. We will
be having a map quiz on the Western European
countries soon. We also got to play a fun
interactive game on the smartboard to help us get
to know some of the terms we will be studying.

Reminders
-Auction Tickets are now on sale. You won't want
to miss this year's 70's Disco themed event!
Messiah's Boogie Wonderland will take place on
Saturday, February 26th at Old Hickory Golf Club.
Purchase tickets by visiting the MLS website and
clicking the auction banner.
-Book Reports are due on February 28th.

Reading
We continued to read (and reflect on) the
novel Holes. We have been doing a lot of
“Quickwrites” reflecting on what we read
and then sharing it with the class. We are
also taking notes as we read when we
notice something interesting.

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming
week are as follows: shoes, sure, sugar,
musician, patience, mission, occasion,
physician, tension, conclusion,
constitution, caution, constellation,
addition, fiction, position, official, glacier,
education, vacation

Religion
The Memory for the upcoming week is:
“For God did not send his son into the
world to condemn the world, but to save
the world through him.”
- John 3:17

Grammar
This week the students continued to learn
about adverbs and adjectives. This week
we specifically learned how the -er
ending compares two objects, but -est
compares three or more. The students
also learned when to use more/most
when comparing using adjectives and
adverbs.


